UTILITY LOCATION =

A. < 8' (2.9m) away from an adjacent tree +
   < 4' (1.2m) deep
   = DeepRoot Tree Root Barrier (UB 48-2)

B. > 8' (2.9m) away from an adjacent tree +
   > 4' (1.2m) deep
   = DeepRoot Geomembrane

C. < 8' (2.9m) away from an adjacent tree +
   > 4' (1.2m) deep
   = DeepRoot Geomembrane

D. > 8' (2.9m) away from an adjacent tree
   = DeepRoot Geomembrane

RULES OF THUMB:
* For any utility barrier method, install barrier as close to utility as is feasible.

* When adjacent to pavement, install Root Barrier as close to pavement edge as is feasible.

* If the utility will be exposed during construction, and will be beneath pavement, use the Geomembrane.

* If the utility will not be exposed during construction, install Root Barrier at edge of pavement.